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Teresa was a 9 year old girl who loved painting. She had a big box full of different color 

crayons. Although she had this facility, she used only the color red for all her artwork. 

Red was her favorite color. All the other colors in her box remained untouched and felt 

ignored. 

 

 

Every night, when Teresa was asleep, all the crayons used to get up and play with each 

other. But the red color used to think of himself as the ruler of the crayons as he was 

Teresa’s favorite. He was as haughty as a cat. Red color used to make fun of the other 

crayons and was extremely rude to all others. He also bullied them and made them 



 

 

perform his personal chores.

 

On a fine rainy day, Teresa’s friend Rose came to her house to play with her. Teresa 

showed all her paintings to Rose. Seeing Teresa’s artwork, Rose also felt like drawing 

and both the girls sat down to draw. Teresa took out her box of crayons from the 

cupboard and quickly grabbed her favorite red color. But Rose loved using all the colors 

to make her drawings bright and colorful. She decided to make a rainbow as it has 

many colors-red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet. Rose’s drawing 

awesomely pretty. When the red color crayon saw that Rose was using all the colors, he 

felt really jealous of his fellow crayons. When Rose completed her drawing, red color 

thought it was the most beautiful drawing he had ever seen. 

 



 

 

At that moment red color realized that he had not liked any of Teresa’s artwork because 

it was made using red color only. On the other hand, Rose’s artwork had variety of 

colors. Red color realized that in order to make a special drawing you need unlimited 

colors. It is like the saying – alone we can do so little, together we can sdo so much. 

That night red color apologized to all the other crayons for his bad behavior and asked 

everyone to become friends. The other crayons forgave him and from that day onwards 

they were as close as two peas in the same pod!  

Similarly, this world is full of people from different castes, color, races and religion. And 

in order to make this world a beautiful place to live in, we must realize the importance of 

all colors (people). Thus, it is important to treat all living beings equal and fair. 

 

 

 


